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Abstract

Mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) from focal head impact is the most common form of TBI in humans. Animal models,

however, typically use direct impact to the exposed dura or skull, or blast to the entire head. We present a detailed

characterization of a novel overpressure blast system to create focal closed-head mild TBI in mice. A high-pressure air pulse

limited to a 7.5 mm diameter area on the left side of the head overlying the forebrain is delivered to anesthetized mice. The

mouse eyes and ears are shielded, and its head and body are cushioned to minimize movement. This approach creates mild

TBI by a pressure wave that acts on the brain, with minimal accompanying head acceleration-deceleration. A single 20-psi

blast yields no functional deficits or brain injury, while a single 25–40 psi blast yields only slight motor deficits and brain

damage. By contrast, a single 50–60 psi blast produces significant visual, motor, and neuropsychiatric impairments and

axonal damage and microglial activation in major fiber tracts, but no contusive brain injury. This model thus reproduces the

widespread axonal injury and functional impairments characteristic of closed-head mild TBI, without the complications of

systemic or ocular blast effects or head acceleration that typically occur in other blast or impact models of closed-skull mild

TBI. Accordingly, our model provides a simple way to examine the biomechanics, pathophysiology, and functional deficits

that result from TBI and can serve as a reliable platform for testing therapies that reduce brain pathology and deficits.
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Introduction

Mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) is an extremely com-

mon occurrence during military combat, sports, recreational

activities, and vehicle use.1–5 Mild TBI, which involves either brief

or no loss of consciousness, causes minimal focal brain damage as

assessed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), but typically

produces widespread (i.e., diffuse) axonal injury that is evident

with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI).6,7

Mild TBI leads to a variety of adverse sensory, motor, cognitive,

and emotional outcomes. The injury with mild TBI appears to stem

from the brain tissue deformation that results from the shockwave

transmitted through brain and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) by the

impact force, or from the brain compression—expansion during

rapid head acceleration—deceleration,8 which leads to diffuse

axonal injury and subsequent secondary degenerative events.9

A variety of animal models of TBI have been developed to

elucidate the biomechanics, pathophysiology, and/or treatment

approaches for TBI.8 Some animal models of TBI use lateral fluid

percussion or controlled piston impact to the exposed dura, which

typically causes brain destruction at the site of impact. These ap-

proaches thus model severe penetrating TBI rather than mild

TBI.8,10–18 Some researchers have used shock tubes to deliver

compressed air blasts to the animal, to mimic blast-produced

TBI.19–33 These models, however, are often accompanied by hyp-

oxia and blood pressure surges resulting from compression of the

lungs, heart, and aorta, which in turn damage brain blood ves-

sels.8,34 Moreover, the direct exposure of the eye to the blast makes

it difficult to distinguish visual deficits caused by brain trauma from

visual deficits caused by the direct ocular impact of the blast.

Animal models that involve weight drop or piston impact to the

head or exposed skull avoid these various problems, because the

lungs, vasculature, and eye are not directly affected.26,35–39 The

head, however, is typically not restrained in weight-drop, piston

impact, and blast models, and its rapid displacement means that

head acceleration contributes to the brain injury. Although head
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impact by a blow or blast together with head movement is true to

many real world concussive events, their combined contribution

makes it more difficult to ascertain the biomechanical basis of a

specific neural injury in an animal model.

We sought to develop a model in which we could create a closed-

head mild concussive brain injury without significant contribution

from the variables of head acceleration, lung damage, cardiovas-

cular pressure surges, or injury to other head structures. To this end,

we adapted an overpressure air blast system initially developed for

ocular blast injury in mice.40 In our approach, a high pressure air

blast is delivered to a 7.5-mm diameter circular area of the parietal

region on the left side of the shaved head, with the anesthetized

mouse secured in a cushioned holder that limits head displacement

and shields all but the exposed part of the head.

This model simulates the temporal and physical dynamics of

intracranial pressure wave-mediated mild TBI, such as would occur

from an explosion or blow to the head. Because we stabilize the

head, the injury appears to stem largely from the neural tissue

deformation produced when the shockwave is transmitted through

the braincase, with minimal contribution from the forces caused by

sudden head acceleration-deceleration.

Here we provide detailed descriptions of our blast methodology,

the physical characteristics of the blast itself, and the pathological

and functional consequences of single blasts ranging from 0 to 70 psi

(pounds per square inch). We show that closed-head 50–60 psi

overpressure air blasts targeted specifically to the parietal region of

one side of the cushioned head cause mild TBI and associated motor

and visual impairments. Moreover, the blasts produce the charac-

teristic histological features of mild TBI—axonal injury in major

fiber tracts accompanied by microglial activation, but no evident foci

of neuronal destruction.

Methods

Animals

Three-month-old male mice underwent single blasts, ranging
from 0–70 psi above atmospheric pressure (i.e., 14.7 psi), and the
outcome was evaluated behaviorally and histologically at different
time points after the blast. The 0-psi blasts are also referred to here
as sham blasts. Two strains of mice were used, C57BL/6 mice and
enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) reporter mice (on a
C57BL/6 background) conditionally expressing EYFP in Thy1-
expressing telencephalic neurons of the emx1 lineage.

The C57BL/6 mice were used in behavioral and histological
studies and were either purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar
Harbor, ME), and/or taken from a colony maintained from C57BL/
6 founders from JAX. We used the reporter mice conditionally
expressing EYFP in Thy1-expressing telencephalic neurons of
the emx1 lineage to histologically evaluate the effects of blast on
excitatory neurons of the cerebral cortex and amygdala, and on
various axon tracts of the brain, especially those arising from cortex
and from retina.

Cre-driven recombination occurs in nearly 90% of pyramidal
cortical neurons.41,42 Thus, in the progeny of a cross between a
floxed Thy1-EYFP reporter mouse and an emx1-Cre driver mouse,
nearly all excitatory cortical and many amygdalar neurons express
EYFP.41–43 Although emx1 has not been reported to be expressed in
the retina, we found that about 5% of retinal ganglion cells also
express EYFP. The floxed Thy1-EYFP reporter mice (purchased
from JAX) and emx1-Cre driver mice (purchased from the Mutant
Mouse Regional Resource Consortium, or MMRRC) were main-
tained as colonies at the University of Tennessee Health Science
Center (UTHSC). All animal studies were performed in accordance
with an UTHSC Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee

approved protocol and complied with the National Institutes of
Health and Society for Neuroscience guidelines.

TBI methods

Blast device. The overpressure air blast is delivered by a
small horizontally mounted air cannon system,40,43 consisting of a
modified paintball gun (Invert Mini, Empire Paintball, Sewell, NJ),
pressurized air tank, and x-y table secured onto a medium-density
fiberboard (Fig. 1). The original paintball gun barrel with a 13-mm
aperture was replaced with a machined barrel with a 6.5-mm di-
ameter aperture to increase output pressure. The air blast pressures
from the paintball gun are controlled by adjusting the output from a
pressurized air tank, as monitored by a gun input pressure gauge.

The part of the mouse exposed to the blast is restricted to a 7.5-
mm diameter midcranial area in the following manner (Fig. 1A–D):
anesthetized mice are secured within a foam rubber sleeve in a 33-
mm outer diameter wide clear polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe (26-
mm inner diameter), with the left side of the mouse head apposed to
a 20-mm opening in the midpoint of one wall of the tube. This
‘‘inner’’ tube is slid into a 44-mm outer-diameter wide clear PVC
pipe (35-mm inner diameter) with a 7.5-mm hole bored into the
midpoint of its wall. The inner PVC tube is rotated in the outer PVC
tube so that the targeted head region is positioned in the center of
the 7.5-mm hole in the outer tube.

The outer tube is mounted perpendicular to the blast cannon
using two Plexiglas holders that are mounted on an x-y table, which
is itself mounted to the medium-density fiberboard base (Velmex
Inc., Bloomfield, NY). The outer tube opening is then aligned with
the gun barrel opening, using the x-y controls, so the mouse head is
4–5-mm from the blast cannon barrel tip (Fig. 1E). This arrange-
ment exposes the parietal region of the left side of the mouse head
between the ear and the eye to the blast, while the rest of the mouse
is shielded from the blast by the pipe.

The blast area encompasses the skull overlying the forebrain
(Fig. 2A). The foam rubber sleeve surrounding the mouse cushions
the nonblast side of the mouse, to stabilize it and minimize head
displacement. Before blast exposure, mice were anesthetized with
Avertin (400 mg/kg body weight), the fur of the parietal region of
the left side of the head shaved, a white dot painted in the middle of
the region (midway between eye and ear), and the mouse secured in
the holder as described above. Mice received 35 mg/mL acet-
aminophen in their drinking water for 24 h after blast.

Blast characterization. In addition to the 7.5-mm hole that
faces the gun barrel, the outer tube possesses an 11-mm hole on the
opposite side, allowing the barrel of a model STJE Sensotec pres-
sure transducer (Honeywell, Morristown, NJ) to be inserted so the
barrel tip is in the same position that the mouse head occupies during
blast.40,43 The pressures detected by this transducer are recorded
and analyzed using Labview software (National Instruments,
Austin, TX). This makes it possible to measure the air blast pressure
at the position occupied by the mouse head during a blast session.

Adjustment of the pressure gauge on the gun to specific levels
calibrated by the pressure gauge allowed us to vary the pressure
from 0-psi to 70-psi above atmospheric pressure. This range in-
cludes pressures that were previously reported to produce TBI in
rats and mice exposed to head or whole body blasts.20,21,24–26,30,33

We also measured the pressure detected by the pressure gauge at
increasing distances of the tip of the pressure gauge barrel from the
gun barrel tip, at a series of blast gun input tank pressure settings,
and determined that the blast gun output pressure was uniform over
a distance of 3–5 mm from the tip of the blast gun. Accordingly, we
measured the pressure waves produced at different peak output
blast settings at 4–5-mm from the blast gun tip, and mice were also
subsequently positioned at this distance.

To characterize the speed of the blast wave, we used a typical
lens-based Schlieren system,44 in which light from a pin source is
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collimated through a double-convex lens to visualize variations in
refractive index caused by density gradients in a flowing liquid or
gas. The collimated light was further converged using a double-
convex lens, and a knife-edge was placed at the focal distance of the
lens, positioned so as to block half of the light. By visualizing the

air pressure wave within this light beam at 1400 fps with a high-
speed pco.1200 hs video camera (The Cooke Corp., Romulus, MI),
lighter and darker patches corresponding to positive and negative
pressure density gradients in the direction normal to the knife-edge
are visible. With pressure waves moving at or above the speed of
sound, a standing wave pattern is seen in the wake of the blast front,
from which the speed of the leading edge of the shockwave can be
calculated.44

To characterize the movement of the head during blast, we vi-
deotaped the mouse through the open front end of the mouse holder
at 1100 fps during 30-psi and 60-psi blasts. The head center of mass
was identified in every video frame, and its position along the
horizontal plane was determined in each frame for 24 msec after the
blast. Zero time was taken to be the frame when a slight movement
of the fur was seen, evidence that the overpressure wave front was
just reaching the mouse. This occurred one frame before overt head
movement was detected. We then plotted head position over time
and fit this with a 6th-order sum of sines equation in MATLAB. The
first and second derivatives of this equation described instantaneous
head velocity and acceleration during blast, respectively.

Behavioral studies

General health. Blood oxygenation, breath rate, and heart rate
were measured before and after blast using a MouseOx Plus (Star
Life Science, Oakmont, PA). Intraocular pressure was measured
with an AccuPen Tonopen (Elkridge, MD) before and after blast.
Mice were weighed the day before blast, the day of blast, and then
again the day after blast, 1 week after blast, and 2 weeks after blast.

Motor assessment. Rotarod analysis was performed using a
San Diego Instruments (San Diego, CA) rodent rotarod. For the
rotarod task, revolutions per minute (rpm) increased from 0 to 30
over a 4-min period, and 30 rpm was then maintained for another

FIG. 1. Anesthetized mice are secured within a foam rubber sleeve
(A, B) in a narrow polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe with a 2.0-cm
opening in one wall (C), and slid into a just-wider PVC pipe with a
7.5-mm hole bored into its wall (D). The two pipes are aligned so that
the small outer hole exposes the parietal-squamosal region of the
mouse skull between ear and eye (the overlying fur is shaved, and a
centering white spot marked on the skin). The foam rubber sleeve
cushions the nonblast side of the mouse (A, B). The foam rubber is
secured on a plastic sled, and the sled has a tab by which the mouse
holder can be pulled into the tube. The mouse is secured to the holder
with several rounds of surgical tape, red in A and B, but white in C and
D. The overpressure air blast in our model is delivered by a hor-
izontally mounted modified paintball gun (E). No mouse is present in
the tube in E. The blast from the gun is regulated by adjustment of
input from a pressurized air tank, and desired blast intensity is cali-
brated using a pressure gauge (inset in E). The inset shows the pres-
sure transducer to the right, with its barrel passing through the region
otherwise occupied by the mouse and mouse holder tubes. Color
image is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu

FIG. 2. Image A shows the 7.5-mm area of the mouse cranium
exposed to blast, in relationship to the eyes, auditory meatus, and
brain. Note that the blast area encompasses the forebrain, but does
not include the eye or ear. Image B shows pressure waves for
different peak blast levels. Blast durations increase with in-
creasing peak blast amplitude. Color image is available online at
www.liebertpub.com/neu
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2 min. The first rotarod session was a two-trial training session 2
days before blast, followed by a two-trial test session 1 day before
blast. Mice were then tested again the day after blast, 1 week after
blast, and 2 weeks after blast. Time to fall was the measure of
rotarod performance.

We also conducted an automated 30-min assessment of open field
behavior, using a Noldus EthoVision video tracking system to record
and digitize the mouse movements (Noldus Information Technol-
ogy, The Netherlands), and the SEE software of Drai and Golani45 to
analyze mouse motor behavior. The SEE software uses algorithms to
dichotomize mouse movements into lingering episodes and pro-
gression segments, and can calculate further parameters for these,
such as speed and acceleration, that are robust in characterizing
differences among strains, disease states, or treatment groups.45–50

Each animal was brought from its housing room, introduced into
the open field arena, and returned after the 30-min session. The
arena was 200 cm in diameter with a nonporous gray floor and a 50-
cm high gray wall. Open field sessions were conducted the day
before blast, the day after blast, 1 week after blast, and 2 weeks after
blast. A DigiGait Imaging System (Mouse Specifics, Inc) was used
to assess gait. The DigiGait system uses a high-speed video camera
positioned under a transparent motorized treadmill to capture the
movements of the paws as they approach, contact, and move away
from the belt surface during locomotion.

Each mouse was given a few minutes to acclimate to the
chamber enclosing the treadmill, and then to the movement of the
treadmill, before video tracking of gait. Several seconds of video-
tape of the mouse maintaining a steady pace in the center of the
viewing field were chosen for the software to analyze. DigiGait
analysis was performed before blast, and then again 3 weeks after
blast, at 20-cm/sec treadmill speed.

Visual acuity and contrast sensitivity. We used a virtual reality
OptoMotry System (CerebralMechanics Inc.: www.cerebralmechanics
.com) that allows rapid quantification of acuity and contrast sensi-
tivity in untrained, unrestrained awake rodents, using the optoki-
netic head response to horizontally moving vertical stripes.51 In this
system, four computer monitors surround a small square animal
platform and create a virtual cylinder in which vertical sine-wave
gratings are presented to the animal. A video camera located above
the animal provides a real-time display by which the investigator
observes the animal response.

Spatial frequency thresholds can be determined by systemati-
cally increasing the spatial frequency of the grating at 100% con-
trast until animals no longer display tracking behavior. Direction of
drum rotation is random from trial to trial, and the experimenter
determines from the video display for each stimulus presentation
whether the animal moves clockwise or counterclockwise, or not at
all. Because the stimulus presentations are computer-controlled and
the experimenter is blinded to the stimuli seen by the animal (as
well as to the blast pressure the mouse had previously received), the
scoring of animal performance by the experimenter is unbiased.

The optokinetic response is driven by temporal to nasal stim-
ulus movement. Thus, clockwise movement of the pattern tests
the left eye, and counterclockwise pattern movement tests the
right eye. Vision testing was performed 3 weeks after blast.
Acuity testing was performed at 100% contrast (i.e., white vs.
black stripes), while contrast sensitivity testing was performed at
0.042 cycles per degree (c/d).

Histological studies

Tissue fixation. Histological analysis was performed on fixed
tissue to determine the effects of TBI on brain, spinal cord, retina,
and optic nerve using a number of approaches: (1) cresyl violet
Nissl staining of brain sections; (2) hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining of brain sections; (3) immunolabeling of brain, spinal cord,
retina, and/or optic nerve sections for NeuN, glial fibrillary acidic

protein (GFAP), SMI-32, IBA1 (ionized calcium-binding adapter
molecule-1), major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II
antigen, type-2 cannabinoid receptors (CB2), and/or protein kinase
C–gamma (PKC-gamma); (4) NeuroSilver staining of brain sec-
tions; (5) phenylenediamine staining of optic nerves before plastic-
embedding and sectioning at 1 lm; (6) toluidine blue staining of
1-lm sections through plastic-embedded retina; and (7) EYFP vi-
sualization of neurons and axons in brain, spinal cord, retina, and
optic nerve in EYFP reporter mice.

Post-blast survival times ranged from 2 days to 11 weeks, de-
pending on the specific tissue and histological end-point. Cresyl
violet and H&E staining and immunolabeling for NeuN, GFAP,
and SMI-32 were used to assess general brain pathology at 2–11
weeks after blast. Immunostaining for IBA1, MHC class II, and
CB2 were used to assess microglial activation at 2–77 days after
blast. Further details on the blast groups and survival times for
approaches #4–7 are described in more detail below.

Mice were deeply anesthetized (Avertin; 0.2 mL/g body weight),
the chest opened, and 0.1 mL of heparinized saline (800 U.S.P.
units/mL) injected into the heart. They were then perfused trans-
cardially with 40 mL of 0.9% NaCl in 0.1 M sodium phosphate
buffer at pH 7.4 (PB), followed by 200 mL of 4% paraformaldehyde,
0.1 M lysine-0.1 M sodium periodate in 0.1 M PB at pH 7.4 (PLP).
The brains were removed and stored for at least 24 h in a 20%
sucrose/10% glycerol solution at 4�C. A pin was inserted longitu-
dinally into the right side of the brains to distinguish left from right.

The fixed brains were sectioned frozen on a sliding microtome in
the transverse plane at 35 lm. Each brain was collected as 12
separate series in 0.1 M PB with 0.02% sodium azide. A one in six
series of brain sections from each mouse was mounted as sectioned,
and stained for cresyl violet, and an additional series was stained for
H&E. Other series were immunostained for the above noted
markers (as described in more detail below), or processed by the
NeuroSilver method (as described in more detail below).

After perfusion and brain removal, the eyes and optic nerves were
removed. Optic nerves were transferred to 4% paraformaldehyde–
0.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PB, and then embedded in plastic,
sectioned at 1 lm, and stained with 1% p-phenylenediamine in 50%
methanol (PPD) as described in Bricker-Anthony and associates.52,53

For eyes, the corneas were incised, either PLP or 4% paraformal-
dehyde–0.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PB infused, and the eyes post-
fixed for 2 h in the same fixative infused. Corneas were then dissected
free and the lens removed. Eyes fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde–
0.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PB were washed, dehydrated, and
embedded in plastic, sectioned at 1 lm, and stained with toluidine
blue. Eyes fixed with PLP were washed, stored at 4�C in 20% sucrose
in 0.1 M PB, and sectioned at 30 lm using a cryostat. Typically, part
of the optic nerve remained attached for all eyes.

After brain/eye removal, the spinal cords were exposed by
ventral laminectomy and post-fixed overnight in PLP at 4�C. The
thoracic cord was then dissected free, stored at 4�C in 20% sucrose
in 0.1 M PB, and sectioned at 30 lm using a cryostat. On-the-slide
immunolabeling for eyes and spinal cords was performed as de-
scribed previously.54

Edema assessment. We used six mice to evaluate edema
after TBI based on comparing the wet and dry weights of the brain.
At 24 h after blast, the brains from three mice with a 0-psi blast and
three mice with a 50-psi blast were quickly removed from the skull
and meninges dissected away. The olfactory bulbs were removed,
and the brainstem and cerebellum was cut just behind the midbrain.
The remaining forebrain–midbrain specimen was cut in half at the
midline using a fresh razor blade, each half placed on a pre-weighed
piece of aluminum foil, and foil and brain weighed together to
determine the weight for each specimen. The brain pieces on their
piece of aluminum foil were transferred to an oven at 70�C for 48 h.
They were then weighed again to determine their dry weight. The
difference between wet and dry weight reflects water content.
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Immunohistochemical studies. Immunohistochemical sin-
gle labeling using peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP) procedures de-
scribed previously55 was used to visualize a variety of markers.
Immunolabeling for NeuN was used to detect neuronal perikarya,
using a mouse monoclonal anti-NeuN. The specificity and efficacy of
the anti-NeuN antibody has been shown previously.56,57 Note that
the NeuN antigen has been identified as Fox-3, a new member of the
Fox-1 gene splicing family.58 Microglial activation is thought to
contribute to the progression of brain injury in many neurodegen-
erative conditions, including TBI.59,60 We thus used immunolabeling
with an antibody selective for the microglial marker IBA1 to de-
termine whether microglia showed morphological alterations re-
flective of activation.61

In addition, we used immunolabeling with antibodies for MHC
Class II antigen and CB2 to evaluate microglial activation, because
both are elevated in activated microglia.62–64 IBA1 was detected
with a Wako rabbit polyclonal antibody against the conserved
IBA1 C-terminus, and the MHC Class II antigen was detected with
the mouse monoclonal OX6 antibody from BD Pharmingen.65 CB2
was detected with a rabbit polyclonal antibody (Cayman Chemi-
cal). The SMI-32 antibody detects nonphosphorylated heavy neu-
rofilament protein, which is abundant in neuronal cell bodies and
dendrites, especially those of pyramidal cortical neurons,66 and its
abundance is sensitive to cortical neuron disease and injury.67 To
detect corticospinal tract fibers in the spinal cord, we performed
immunolabeling for PKC-gamma using a rabbit polyclonal anti-
body (Abcam).68–70

For PAP immunolabeling, sections were incubated for 24 h at
room temperature in primary antibody diluted in 0.8% Triton X-
100/0.01% sodium azide/0.1 M PB (PBX). Sections were then
rinsed and incubated in donkey anti-mouse IgG or anti-rabbit IgG
(depending on the primary antibody) diluted 1:200 in PBX, fol-
lowed by incubation in the appropriate mouse or rabbit PAP
complex diluted 1:1000 in PBX, with each incubation at room
temperature for 1 h. The sections were rinsed between secondary
and PAP incubations in three 5-min washes of PB.

Subsequent to the PAP incubation, the sections were rinsed with
three to six 10-min washes in 0.1 M PB, and a peroxidase reaction
using diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB) was performed.
Sections were incubated in 5 mL of 0.05 M imidazole/0.05 M ca-
codylate buffer (pH 7.2) containing 5 mg DAB for 10 min and then
incubated for an additional 10 min after adding 20 lL of 3% hy-
drogen peroxide. Sections were then rinsed in distilled water,
transferred to 0.1 M PB, mounted on gelatin-coated slides, dried,
dehydrated, and cover-slipped with Permount.�

Immunofluorescence labeling was performed to detect multiple
fluorescent markers, typically IBA1 or OX6 in optic tract or nerve
in the emx1-Thy1-EYFP reporter mice. For these studies, we used
the rabbit polyclonal anti-IBA1 or the mouse monoclonal OX6
antibody. Slide-mounted cryostat sections of eye and optic nerve or
free-floating sections of brain were incubated overnight at room
temperature in the primary antibody, as described previously.54,71

The sections were then rinsed three times and incubated for 2 h at
room temperature (with gentle agitation in the case of free floating)
in an Alexa 594-conjugated goat anti-mouse or rabbit IgG (Mole-
cular Probes; Eugene, OR).

Sections were rinsed three times in 0.1M PB after incubation in
secondary antibody, free-floating sections were mounted on
gelatin-coated slides, and all slides were cover-slipped with Pro-
Long� antifade medium (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Sections
were viewed and images captured using a Zeiss 710 confocal laser-
scanning microscope (CLSM).

NeuroSilver. Free-floating sections from mice sacrificed at 2–
6 weeks after blast were processed with a commercially available
modification of the Gallyas silver method (NeuroSilver kit II; FD
Neurotechnologies, Ellicott City, MD), using manufacturer in-
structions, to detect degenerating axons.67

Thy1-EYFP–Emx1-cre reporter mice. Thy1-EYFP–Emx1-
cre mice at 2–16 days post-blast were transcardially perfused with
fixative and sectioned as described above. To examine axon injury,
sections were mounted on gelatin-coated slides, dried, dehydrated,
and cover-slipped with ProLong antifade medium (Molecular
Probes) and viewed using the Zeiss 710 CLSM. To study forebrain
neuron loss, PAP immunolabeling with a mouse monoclonal anti-
GFP from Rockland Antibodies (which cross-reacts with EYFP) was
used to render EYFP detectible by transmitted light microscopy.

Morphometry. The extent of cortical neuron labeling for
SMI-32 was evaluated at 3 weeks after blast in coronal sections at
the level of globus pallidus internus. This level corresponds to
Bregma-1.5 in the mouse atlas of Franklin and Paxinos72 and is
located at the approximate middle of the blast area. In normal mice
at this level, the dendrites and perikarya of neurons in layers 3 and 5
of somatosensory and cingulate cortex are rich in SMI-32. NIH
ImageJ software was used to measure the percent of the cerebral
cortex occupied by SMI-32 imunoreactivity in mice with a range of
blast pressures (six 0-psi, two 20-psi, two 25-psi, two 30-psi, two
40-psi, five 50-psi, five 60-psi).

In addition, blinded stereological neuron counts were performed
for cerebral cortex in mice 45 days after 0-psi sham blast or 60-psi
blast, using a 1-in-12 series of coronal sections immunolabeled for
NeuN from the rostral end of striatum to the anterior commissure,
as described previously.50 Unbiased stereological counts were
obtained using Stereo Investigator (Micro-Brightfield, Colchester,
VT) with the optical fractionator method.

To evaluate the effects of blast on forebrain volume, blinded
image analysis was performed as described previously.50,73 In
brief, an image of each section through the forebrain in a 1-in-12
cresyl violet series (3–6 weeks after blast), or a 1-in-12 SMI-32
immunostained series (2 weeks after blast), from the rostral tel-
encephalic pole to the diencephalon, was captured using an Aperio
ScanScope XT scanner. NIH ImageJ software was used to measure
the area occupied by the forebrain from the end of the olfactory
bulb to the level at which the internal capsule detaches from the
diencephalon. Section thickness and spacing were used to calculate
volume from the area measurements.

Quantification of the dorsal corticospinal tract (dCST) used im-
ages of PKC-gamma immunostained transverse sections of upper-
midthoracic levels of spinal cord from 50–60 psi blast versus sham
blast mice 1–2 months after blast. Blinded image analysis using
Image J was then used to threshold the labeled fibers in the left and
right dCST and measure the relative fiber abundance in the selected
area. To assess the time course of axon pathology, swollen axon
bulbs and microglia per unit area were counted blinded in the right
optic tract of 0-psi and 60-psi mice at 1, 3, 5, 7, and 16 days after
blast, using EYFP reporter mice and SMI-32 immunostained tissue.

We determined the number of degenerating optic nerve axons at
2–3 weeks and 7–9 weeks after various blast pressures, and mea-
sured surviving axons at 10–11 weeks after sham versus 50-psi
blast. For counts of degenerating and healthy axons, plastic-
embedded 1-lm thick optic nerve cross-sections were analyzed
using the StereoInvestigator software in a blinded manner. Forty
5-lm by 5-lm fields were randomly counted per optic nerve cross-
section. Normal axons possess a dark myelin ensheathment sur-
rounding the clearly visible pale cytoplasm of the axon, whereas
degenerating axon profiles possessed unraveling myelin sheaths
and cytoplasm that was either darkened or pale and full of cellular
debris. The cytoplasm of degenerating axons also often looked
distended. Two sections were analyzed per optic nerve per mouse
to determine axon number and count degenerating axon profiles.

Retinal thickness was measured in tissue from 50–60 psi blast
versus sham blast mice 10–11 weeks after blast. To measure retinal
thickness, images were taken from at least three fields of retina
from its midpoint. These images were then measured blinded, for
total retinal thickness, inner nuclear layer (INL) thickness, and
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inner plexiform layer (IPL) to nerve fiber layer (NFL) thickness.
Total retinal thickness was measured from the outer edge of the
retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE) to the inner edge of the NFL.
Inner plexiform layer to NFL measurements were taken from the
inner edge of the INL to the outer edge of the NFL. The resulting
measurements from each eye were averaged to yield a thickness for
each retina, as well as for the sublayers.

Statistics

Parametric t tests were used to evaluate differences between
groups in instances in which only two blast levels were involved.
For comparisons of effects among more than two blast levels,
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used, followed by individual
planned comparisons using the Fisher PLSD test. Statistical anal-
ysis was performed using Microsoft Excel for t tests and SPSS 22
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) for ANOVA.

Results

Blast characterization

We calibrated the amplitude and duration of blasts ranging from

20–70 psi, and videotaped mice during blast to evaluate blast dy-

namics. The 20-, 40- and 60-psi blasts, for example, had times to

peak of 2.48 msec, 4.38 msec, and 4.96 msec, respectively, with

total blast duration also increasing with increasing blast amplitude

(Fig. 2B). Schlieren imaging of the blast pressure wave revealed

Mach disk formation in the wake of the blast, indicating its

movement at supersonic speed (Fig. 3). Mach disks are character-

istic of the underexpanded supersonic exhaust from a nozzle, such

as the compressed air plume from a rocket exhaust, and they occur

as the under-expanded gas equilibrates with ambient air pressure in

the form of multiple internally reflected shocks.44 We measured the

angle formed by the intercepting shock and the jet boundary,

known as the Mach angle, to calculate the speed of the blast wave44

and determined that a 60-psi blast leaves the blast gun nozzle at

Mach 1.7.

The high-speed video imaging of the mouse showed that the

foam cushioning limits but does not prevent head movement, with

up to about 0.9 cm of displacement occurring with both 30-psi and

60-psi blasts. The video record was used to measure head position

in each frame (about 0.9 msec apart) after the onset of blast impact,

which we then plotted and fit with a 6th-order sum of sines equation

(Fig. 4). Peak head displacement was achieved around the 5th msec

after the blast wave had reached the mouse head and slightly sooner

for 60-psi than 30-psi blasts (Fig. 4A).

During peak head displacement, the head compressed rightward

into the foam surrounding and supporting it. The foam then de-

compressed and displaced the head back to a position slightly be-

yond its initial one in the case of 30-psi blast and just short of its

initial position in the case of the 60-psi blasts. Note that because the

30-psi blast wave duration is only 7 msec while the duration for the

60-psi blast is 14 msec, the head after a 60-psi blast was moving

into the 9-msec tail of the 60-psi blast, but only into the 2-msec tail

of the 30-psi blast (also see Fig. 5). This may explain, in part at

least, why head position did not return to its start point in the case of

60-psi blasts.

Reflecting the head displacement data, head velocity for the 60-

psi blasts reached a peak of 311.7 cm/sec at about 2.5 msec after the

blast initially reached the mouse head (Fig. 4B). The head slowed to

zero velocity at about 5 msec as it compressed into the foam, and

then velocity gradually increased again until the 7th msec as the

head was pushed by the decompressing foam back toward its initial

position (shown as negative velocity in the graph because of the

reverse in direction). Head movement then slowed once more and

reached zero velocity by about 20 msec after blast impact.

The rapid initial increase in velocity yielded high initial accel-

eration (Fig. 4C) over the first msec of blast for 60-psi blasts

(179.3g-force). Head acceleration slowed over the next few msec as

the head compressed into the foam, but increased again to -176.6g-

force by the 5th msec as the head was pushed back to its initial

position, and then hovered around zero after the 7th msec. A similar

pattern of results was seen for 30-psi blasts, but with the head

velocity reaching a slightly lower and later peak of 269.2 cm/sec at

4.5 msec after the initial blast impact. The peak initial acceleration

was correspondingly less (89.4g-force), and the initial positive and

subsequent negative acceleration peaks were slightly later than

those seen for 60-psi blasts.

Whereas both 30- and 60-psi blasts produce a peak head dis-

placement of about 9 mm, 20-psi blasts maximally displaced the

head only about 5.5 mm (data not shown). Thus, a blast force of at

least 30-psi is needed to maximally displace the head into the foam.

Because the duration of a 30-psi blast largely coincides with the

time needed for maximal head displacement, much of a 30-psi blast

force appears devoted to head displacement. By contrast, the force

of a 60-psi blast occurring before peak head displacement is about

twice that needed to displace the head, by the criterion set by 30-psi

blasts (Fig. 5). The remaining force from the 60-psi blast would

FIG. 3. High speed Schlieren imaging of the blast pressure wave
from the gun barrel tip reveals Mach disk formation in the wake of
the blast (A), indicating that the peak pressure output moves at
supersonic speed. Measurements of the angle formed by the in-
tercepting shock and the jet boundary, known as the Mach angle
(B), were used to calculate the speed of the blast wave as it leaves
the blast gun nozzle.44 Image A is an enlarged and higher contrast
view of the original image in B, shown for easier visualization of
the Mach disks and other blast features.
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then produce a pressure wave that propagates through the skull and

brain, causing rapid brain tissue deformation (alternating com-

pression and stretching as the wave passes through the tissue). Very

little of the 30-psi blast force occurs after peak head displacement,

whereas about half of the 60-psi blast force occurs after this time.

We estimate that the total blast force available to produce a

pressure wave through the brain case (total force before peak head

displacement minus that needed to displace the head + total force

after peak head displacement) is about 15 times greater for a 60-psi

than 30-psi blast. By contrast, mean absolute head acceleration for

the 60-psi and 30-psi blasts was very similar (60-psi to 30-psi ra-

tio = 1.03) over the 15 msec after the arrival of the blast at the head, as

is the amount of time the head spends at or beyond 100 g-forces

(positive or negative)—(3.7 msec for 60-psi blast, 2.4 msec for 30-

psi blast, for a ratio of 1.57 to 1). Thus, the much greater behavioral

impairments and morphological signs of injury (described below)

that we observed with 60-psi blasts than with 30-psi blasts are likely

to stem largely from the pressure wave propagating through the skull

and brain, rather than from the head acceleration caused by the blast.

Behavioral studies

Survival and health. Mice routinely survived blasts ranging

from 20 to 40 psi, while 98.6% survived 50-psi blasts and 91.5%

survived 60-psi blasts. No mice survived 70-psi blasts, and so 70-psi

blasts were discontinued. Autopsy revealed that mice that died after

50-psi to 70-psi blasts tended to have widespread intracranial and

subdural bleeding (not shown), indicating that the blast had damaged

major brain blood vessels. Mice showed no abnormalities in heart

rate, blood oxygenation, or breath rate, during or after 50-psi blast

compared with 0-psi blast. The intraocular pressure (IOP) measured

minutes after blast did not differ from that measured before blast.

Mice receiving blast recovered from anesthesia as quickly as did

mice that received sham blast. We found no significant weight loss

over the 2-week period after blast (Table 1). Thus, a 50-psi blast did

not typically adversely affect the overall health of mice and appears

to be the optimal blast level for creating mild TBI with our approach.

Motor assessment. Sham blasted and 20-psi blasted mice

showed a slightly better performance on rotarod on the day after blast

compared with the day before blast (Fig. 6A). Their performance

improved yet further on the first and second weeks after the blast

session. The mice subjected to blasts of 25–40 psi showed no sig-

nificant motor deficits on rotarod compared with 0–20 psi mice

FIG. 4. Graphs illustrating mean fitted head displacement (A)
for 30-psi (n = 5) and for 60-psi (n = 5) blasts as determined from
high-speed video records, derived mean head velocity (B), and
derived mean head acceleration (C). The head showed similar
displacement with both 30- and 60-psi blasts, and the head ve-
locity and the acceleration profiles over time were also similar.
Color image is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu

FIG. 5. Graphs relating mean head displacement and the blast
pressure wave for 30-psi blast (A) in comparison with that for 60-psi
blast (B). The vertical black lines in A and B mark the peak head
displacement. The scale for blast pressure is to the left and head dis-
placement to the right. Note the blast force before peak head dis-
placement is twice as great for 60-psi blast, and the blast force after
peak head position is about 10 times as great for 60-psi blast. Color
image is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu
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Table 1. Mouse Weights before and after Blast of Different Levels

Mouse TBI
groups

Pre-blast
day

weight (g)
Blast day
weight (g)

Post-blast
day 1

weight (g)

Post-blast
week 1

weight (g)

Post-blast
week 2

weight (g)

Age in
days on

blast day

Number
of mice
assessed

0–20 psi 25.3 25.0 24.7 25.3 25.8 85.9 39
25–40 psi 26.2 26.5 26.0 26.4 27.2 86.1 48
50–60 psi 25.3 25.2 24.6 25.3 25.6 87.0 43

Mouse TBI
groups

Pre-blast
day weight
(% of pre)

Blast day
weight

(% of pre)

Post-blast
day 1 weight

(% of pre)

Post-blast
week 1 weight

(% of pre)

Post-blast
week 2 weight

(% of pre)
Age in days
on blast day

Number of
mice

assessed

0–20 psi 100.0% 99.0% 97.9% 99.9% 101.9% 85.9 39
25–40 psi 100.0% 101.0% 99.1% 100.7% 103.7% 86.1 48
50–60 psi 100.0% 99.5% 97.4% 100.0% 101.4% 87.0 43

Table shows weights both in grams (first four rows) and as a percent of pre-blast weight (last four rows). Blast did not significantly affect weight over
the 2 weeks after blast.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the effects of 0–20 psi blasts, 25–40 psi blasts, and 50–60 blasts on rotarod motor performance (A), and a series
of motor end-points in open field (B–H). Note that motor performance is impaired for 50–60 psi mice on most parameters (other than
acceleration), but for very few parameters in the case of 25–40 psi blast (notably distance in open field). Red asterisks at each time point
indicate a significant difference between 50–60 psi mice and 0–20 psi mice, while a red asterisk to the right indicates a significant overall
difference between 50–60 psi mice and 0–20 psi mice. Red pound signs at each time point indicate a significant difference between 50–
60 psi mice and 25–40 psi mice. Green asterisks at each time point indicate a significant difference between 25–40 psi mice and 0–20 psi
mice, while a green asterisk to the right indicates a significant overall difference between 25–40 psi mice and 0–20 psi mice. Color image
is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu
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(Fig. 6A), either overall by ANOVA, or specifically at 1 day, 1 week,

or 2 weeks post-blast.

Similarly, the 25–40 psi mice showed no significant deficits in

progression segment mean speed, progression segment maximum

speed, acceleration, progression segment length, or turn radius

overall compared with 0–20 psi mice. The 25–40 psi mice also did not

differ from 0–20 psi mice for any of these parameters at 1 day, 1 week,

or 2 weeks post-blast, except in the case of a reduction in maximum

speed at 1 week ( p = 0.027) (Fig. 6C–G). They did, however, show a

consistent 10% shortfall in distance traveled at all post-blast time

points compared with 0–20 psi mice (Fig. 6B), leading to a significant

overall effect of 25–40 psi blast by ANOVA ( p = 0.008), and a sig-

nificant specific reduction at 2 weeks ( p = 0.040).

By contrast to 25–40 psi mice, mice that underwent blasts of 50–

60 psi showed more prominent motor deficits beginning 1 day post-

blast. For example, rotarod performance for the 50–60 psi mice was

significantly poorer overall by ANOVA than for the 0–20 psi mice

( p = 0.018) and 25–40 psi mice ( p = 0.001) (Fig. 6A), and at 1 day

for the 0–20 psi mice ( p = 0.029) and 1 day and 1 week for the 25–

40 psi mice ( p = 0.007; p = 0.021). By 2 weeks, however, the ro-

tarod deficit had abated and was no longer significant compared

with either the 0–20 psi or the 25–40 psi mice.

Similarly, progression segment speed ( p = 0.014), progression

segment maximum speed ( p = 0.002), progression segment length

( p = 0.001), and turn radius in open field ( p = 0.001) were all poorer

in mice with 50–60 psi blasts than in mice with 0–20 psi blasts

overall by ANOVA. In addition, the number of stops-per-unit-

distance was significantly increased ( p = 0.001), and total distance

traveled was significantly reduced by about 10% ( p = 0.008).

The 50–60 psi mice also performed more poorly than the 25–

40 psi mice on progression segment length ( p = 0.006), turn radius

( p = 0.008), and stops per unit distance ( p = 0.002). The 50–60 psi

mice were significantly worse than the 0–20 psi mice on progression

segment length at 1 day ( p = 0.033), 1 week ( p = 0.020), and 2 weeks

( p = 0.032), stops per unit distance at 1 day ( p = 0.025), 1 week

( p = 0.035), and 2 weeks ( p = 0.002), maximum speed at 2 weeks

( p = 0.027), speed at 1 week ( p = 0.039), and turn radius at 1 week

( p = 0.045), and 2 weeks ( p = 0.041) (Fig. 6B–H). The 50–60 psi mice

were also significantly worse than the 25–40 psi mice on progression

segment length at 1 day ( p = 0.030), stops per distance at 1 day

( p = 0.022), and on turn radius at 2 weeks ( p = 0.028). We also found

that 50–60 psi blasts produced a mild deficit in gait symmetry com-

pared with 0–20 psi mice, as measured using DigiGait ( p = 0.0322).

OptoMotry. Optomotor visual testing at 3 weeks after blast in

22 mice with 20–30 psi blast, and 17 mice with 35–40 psi blast

(compared with 18 untreated mice, and 24 sham blasted mice)

revealed normal visual acuity (about 0.4 cycles per degree) in both

eyes, and no statistically significant differences between any of

these groups by ANOVA with post hoc comparisons (Fig. 7A). By

contrast, we observed significantly impaired visual acuity in both

eyes of 19 mice with 50–60 psi blast. Acuity in the left eye after 50–

60 psi blasts was reduced to 74.7% of sham blast left eyes

( p < 0.0001), and right eye acuity was 57.0% of that in right eyes

from sham blasted mice ( p < 0.0001).

Because acuity deficits were only evident after 50–60 psi blasts,

we restricted evaluation of contrast sensitivity to mice receiving

50–60 psi blasts compared with sham blasts. Whereas sham eyes

were able to detect 0.042 c/d with about 44% contrast, 3 weeks after

50–60 left side blast contrast sensitivity was significantly reduced

in both eyes (Fig. 7B). For example, in the left eye (n = 19) after 50–

60 psi blasts, 86.6% contrast was required (nearly black on white)

to detect 0.042 c/d ( p = 0.0001). The contrast sensitivity for the

right eye (n = 19) after a left side blast of 50–60 psi showed a

smaller, but still significant reduction—68.3% contrast was needed

to detect 0.042 c/d ( p = 0.016). As discussed below, left cranial

blast caused different pathologies in the two eyes, which may ex-

plain the difference in visual deficits for the two eyes.

Histological analysis

General histology of brain. Neither cresyl violet staining,

H&E staining, nor NeuN or SMI-32 (Fig. 8) immunolabeling, nor

examination of EYFP labeling in the reporter mice revealed obvi-

ous contusive injury or foci of neuron loss in the left cerebral cortex

(blast side) or right cerebral cortex (contrecoup side) in any of the

mice during the first 2 months after blast, as we reported previously

in Heldt and colleagues.43 Similarly, no obvious increase in as-

trocytic GFAP was observed in the cerebral cortex at any time after

blast (data not shown).

We further evaluated the effect of blast on forebrain neuronal

integrity by determining the extent of cortical labeling for SMI-32

at the level of globus pallidus internus. At this level, the dendrites

and perikarya of neurons in layers 3 and 5 in the somatosensory and

FIG. 7. Effect of blast on visual acuity (A) and contrast sensi-
tivity (B). (A) Optomotor visual testing in mice with 20–40 psi
blast revealed normal visual acuity measured at 100% contrast in
both eyes compared with sham blasted or normal mice. Visual
acuity in both eyes of 50–60 psi blast mice was diminished. (B)
Contrast sensitivity was also significantly reduced in 50–60 psi
mice compared with 0-psi mice—that is, the 50–60 psi mice
needed more contrast to discriminate 0.042 c/d than did sham
mice. Asterisks indicate significant differences between 50–60 psi
and sham (0-psi) mice. TBI, traumatic brain injury. Color image is
available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu
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cingulate cortex appeared to be equally rich in SMI-32 in mice with

blast intensities ranging from 0-psi to 60-psi. Image analysis con-

firmed that the percent of left cerebral cortex occupied by SMI-32

immunolabeling in 50–60 psi mice (27.2%) did not differ significantly

( p = 0.3657) from that in 0–40 psi mice (27.0%) at 3 weeks after blast

(Fig. 8B). Similarly, the percent of right cerebral cortex occupied by

SMI-32 immunolabeling in 50–60 psi mice (24.8%) did not differ

significantly ( p = 0.3396) from that for 0–40 psi mice (27.7%).

Thus, neither side of the brain showed cortical injury at 3 weeks

after 50–60 psi blast in terms of loss of SMI-32 immunoreactive

neurons or their processes in the somatosensory and cingulate cortex

(Fig. 8). Blinded stereological neuron counts, however, revealed an

overall 12.3% loss of neurons from cerebral cortex 45 days after 60-

psi blast compared with sham blast ( p = 0.0192), which was fairly

similar for the two sides of the brain (12.9% left side loss vs. 11.7%

right side loss). Thus, slight, seemingly scattered neuron loss oc-

curred in the cerebral cortex by 6–7 weeks after 60-psi blast.

Macroscopic examination of brain sections suggested slight

forebrain enlargement after 50–60 psi blast (Fig. 8). Blinded mea-

surements of cresyl violet stained material confirmed a significant

7.7% enlargement ( p = 0.00047) of forebrain 3–6 weeks after 50–

60 psi blasts (n = 39) compared with 0–40 psi blasts (n = 54). Blin-

ded measurements of SMI-32 immunostained material 2 weeks

after blast yielded a similar result, showing a significant 11.6%

enlargement ( p = 0.0129) of forebrain after 50–60 psi blasts (n = 7)

compared with 0–20 psi blasts (n = 7) (Fig. 8).

These results suggested that 50–60 psi blasts produce some brain

edema. To confirm this, we measured wet and dry brain weight in

mice 1 day after 0-psi or 50-psi blast. We found a significant 0.8%

increase in water content 1 day after 50-psi blast ( p = 0.006), with the

increase the same for the two sides of the brain. Despite this evidence

for edema, no obvious signs were seen of blood vessel damage or

perivascular anomalies. Moreover, H&E stained sections of mice 3–

4 weeks after 50–60 psi blast were examined for evidence of pe-

ripheral leukocyte invasion, but no overt signs were found.

Axonal injury. The 50–60 psi blasts yielded axonal pathology

in diverse brain regions, while axonal pathology after 20–40 psi

blasts was infrequent and limited to the optic nerve (see below). Over

the first 2–7 days after 50–60 psi blast, swollen axonal varicosities

and bulbous endings were present in SMI-32+ immunolabeled

sections and in the Thy1-EFYP – emx1-cre reporter mice (Fig. 9).

This type of axonal morphology is thought to reflect microtubule

disruption and the resulting blockage of axonal transport.

FIG. 8. Images of SMI-32 immunostained tissue showing that although no major brain injury is apparent after 50-psi (E) or 60-psi
blasts (F) compared with 0-psi (A), 25-psi (C) or 30-psi blasts (D), brains with 50–60 psi blast are enlarged compared with brains with
0–40 psi blast. The two bands of cortical immunostaining represent labeled neurons and their processes in layers 3 and 5 and do not
differ in their regional extent between 0–40 psi and 50–60 psi mice (B). Pinholes mark the right side of brain (i.e., the nonblast side) in
images A, C, D, E, as indicated by asterisks. The pin passed through the ventricle at the level shown in F. Images A and C–F are at the
same magnification. Color image is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu
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Axonal bulbs were seen in the optic tract, the pyramidal tract, the

medial lemniscus, the lateral lemniscus, and the cerebellar pe-

duncles. Injured axons were more abundant on the right side for the

optic tract (as retinal ganglion cell axons in the optic nerve cross at

the optic chiasm before they continue into the optic tract), and on

the left side for the pyramidal tract, medial lemniscus, lateral

lemniscus, and cerebellar peduncles. Swollen axon bulbs in the

right optic tract (i.e., the continuation of the left optic nerve) peaked

in abundance at 3 days post-blast (24.02 swollen bulbs per 100

square microns), declined to 43.1% of peak abundance by 7 days

blast, and were at control levels by 16 days after blast.

This temporal pattern was generally true throughout brain. The

decline in axon bulbs did not necessarily mean the damaged axons

had recovered, however, because at 3–4 weeks after blast, Neuro-

Silver staining revealed degenerating axons in the same locations in

which we had observed axon bulbs (Fig. 10). Moreover, consistent

with the axonal pathology in the left pyramidal tract, im-

munolabeling of the dorsal corticospinal tract for PKC-gamma

showed a significant 10% atrophy on the right side (the left pyra-

midal tract gives rise to the right corticospinal tract as it crosses the

midline at the spinomedullary junction) at thoracic levels in 50–

60 psi mice (n = 28) compared with 0–20 psi mice (n = 27) at 1–2

months after blast ( p = 0.0037) (Fig. 11).

Consistent with the axonal pathologies in the right optic tract

described above, we found many degenerating axons in the left

optic nerve at 2–3 weeks after 50–60 psi blasts (Fig. 10), but few

degenerating axons at 7–9 weeks, suggesting active degeneration

had waned by then. The degenerating axons were characterized by

unraveling of the myelin sheath, distended cytoplasm, and either

unusually opaque or translucent cytoplasm. Many degenerating

axons were also seen in the left optic nerve after 40-psi blasts and in

some of the left optic nerves from 30–35 psi mice. By comparison,

only a few degenerating axons were seen in either optic nerve from

mice with 0–25 psi blasts and in the right optic nerves from mice

with 30–60 psi blasts.

Axon counts indicated that the mean abundance of degenerating

axons in the left optic nerve at 2–3 weeks after 40–60 psi blast

(60.8, n = 6) was significantly more ( p = 0.0289) than in 0–25 psi

mice (15.8, n = 8). By contrast, degenerating axon abundance in the

right optic nerve after both 0–25 psi blasts and 40–60 psi blasts did

not differ significantly from that in the left optic nerve from mice

with 0–25 psi blast. Thus, the blast wave targeted to the left fore-

brain appeared to damage axons in the ipsilateral (left) optic nerve,

which cross at the chiasm and continue in the right optic tract (note

that >90% of optic nerve axons cross at the optic chiasm in mice74).

We next examined whether this evidence of post-blast injury to

the left optic nerve would later result in axon loss. Although left optic

nerve axon abundance at 10–11 weeks after 50-psi blast (49,743,

n = 10) was 5.2% less than in 0-psi mice (52,449, n = 11), this dif-

ference trended toward but did not achieve significance ( p = 0.1376).

FIG. 9. Swollen axon bulbs form in the optic tract by 2–7 days after
50–60 psi blasts, as visualized by SMI-32 immunostaining of optic
nerve axons (A, B), or enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP)
labeling in reporter mice (C, D). Note that more bulbs are evident in
the SMI-32-immunostained material, because many fewer optic tract
axons are EYFP-labeled in the reporter mice than are immunostained
for SMI-32. Some of the axon bulbs in B and D are indicated by
arrows. Images A and B are at the same magnification as one another,
and images C and D are at the same magnification. Color image is
available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu

FIG. 10. Images show degenerating axons in the right optic tract
(A, B) and left optic nerve (C, D) following 50-psi blast. A, B: the right
optic tract contains many degenerating axons, as revealed by Neuro-
Silver staining, and the left optic tract only a few, 16 days after a 50-psi
left cranial blast (some degenerating axons are indicated by arrows).
Because the right optic tract is formed mainly by contributions from
the left optic nerve in mice, these results suggest that the left optic
nerve was injured by the left cranial blast. Degenerating axons in the
left optic tract are presumed to be uncrossed axons form the left optic
nerve. C and D show that 50-psi but not 20-psi blasts cause axonal
degeneration in the left optic nerve, as viewed in plastic-embedded 1-
micron sections in which axons are stained with phenylenediamine.
The many degenerating axons in D are evident as enlarged and
darkened profiles, while normal myelinated axons are evident in C.
Images A and B are at the same magnification as one another, and
images C and D are at the same magnification as one another. Color
image is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu
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For these same mice, mean right optic nerve abundance was nearly

identical between 50-psi (52,046) and 0-psi mice (51,435).

Retinal histology. The left retina was 11.6% thinner 10 weeks

after 50–60 psi blast (n = 12) compared with that in sham blasted

mice (n = 12). The most prominent thinning was in the inner nuclear

layer (14.2%) ( p = 0.042) and the photoreceptor layers of the outer

retina (14.4%) ( p = 0.027). Cells in the ganglion cell layer were

also reduced in abundance, although we do not know if this reflects

ganglion cell loss, since we could not distinguish ganglion cells

from displaced amacrine cells in our plastic-embedded sections. At

10 weeks after blast, the right eye showed no loss of cells from the

right eye ganglion cell layer, but the inner retina was significantly

thickened (11.6%, p = 0.024), suggesting it was edematous.

Microglial response. IBA1 immunolabeling of microglia re-

vealed a prominent activation in fiber tracts that contained degen-

erating axons after 50–60 psi blasts, and in their target areas, over the

same time frame as axon bulbs were observed (Fig. 12). The acti-

vation was manifested by the increased size and labeling intensity of

the microglial cells. Regions with prominent microglial activation at

2–7 days included the pyramidal tract in the pons, the medial lem-

niscus and its target area in the ventral posterior thalamus, and the

cerebellar white matter. Activated microglia were present in the right

optic tract and its target areas in the right dorsal lateral geniculate and

superior colliculus.

Counts of activated versus quiescent microglia in the right optic

tract revealed that by 3 days after blast, the majority of its microglia

FIG. 11. Transverse sections of the spinal cord at midthoracic
levels immunostained for protein kinase C-gamma to visualize the
dorsal component of the corticospinal tract (dCST). The dCST on the
right side of the spinal cord is decreased in size after a 60-psi blast.
Because the axons of pyramidal cortical neurons cross the midline at
the spinomedullary junction before descending in the CST, these
results are consistent with left pyramidal tract injury by blast to the left
side of the cranium. Images A and B are at the same magnification.
Color image is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu

FIG. 12. Transverse sections immunostained for the microglial
marker IBA1, showing microglial activation in the right optic tract (B),
right superior colliculus (C), and left pyramidal (E) tract 3 days after a
left cranial 60-psi blast, compared with the right optic tract (A), right
superior colliculus (C), and left pyramidal tract (D) 3 days after sham
blast. Images A and B are at the same magnification as one another,
and images D and E are at the same magnification as one another. Color
image is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu

FIG. 13. Immunostaining for the activated microglial marker
OX6 (red) in right optic tract of a 60-psi blasted enhanced yellow
fluorescent protein (EYFP)-reporter mouse (B) compared with a
sham blasted EYFP-reporter mouse (A), 3 days after blast. The
EYFP labeling is green in both. Note the axon bulbs in B (green
arrows) and OX6+ microglia (red arrows). Color image is avail-
able online at www.liebertpub.com/neu
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appeared to be activated. This persisted through 7 days post-blast,

but was no longer evident by 2 weeks after blast. Many microglia in

the right optic tract also showed elevated levels of CB2-type can-

nabinoid receptors (not shown) and OX6 during the first week after

blast, consistent with their activated state (Fig. 13).

Interestingly, both IBA1-rich microglia and swollen axonal

bulbs were especially numerous at the root of the left optic nerve as it

exited the retina (Fig. 14), suggesting this location is particularly

vulnerable to the forces created by the 50–60 psi blast wave tra-

versing the cranium. IBA1-rich microglia and swollen axon bulbs

were also present in the retina after the 50–60 psi blast, with at least

some of the swollen axon bulbs probably belonging to off-center

ganglion cells, identified as such by the ramification of their EYFP+
dendrites in the outer sublayer of the inner plexiform layer (Fig. 14B).

Discussion

We adapted the overpressure air blast system originally devel-

oped to produce ocular blast injury in mice by Hines-Beard and

associates40 for the purpose of creating mild TBI. In our approach,

we target an air pressure blast to a small area at the side of the head,

specifically the region overlying the parietal and squamosal bones,

with the head secured and stabilized by foam. Our model produces

a closed-head mild concussive brain injury without lung damage,

cardiovascular pressure surge, or direct injury to other head struc-

tures, and without significant contribution from head acceleration.

The temporal and physical dynamics of the forces causing shock

wave-mediated mild brain injury in our model suggest they mimic

those associated with an explosion or a blow to the head.34,75–78 The

initial rise times of the blast pressure waves were rapid,1 msec or

less depending on the peak blast pressure, and reached a peak 2–

4 msec after onset. Blast durations were brief as well, ranging from

5–15 msec depending on the peak blast pressure. In these regards,

our blast dynamics are similar to those for explosive blast, although

this varies with the explosive material and proximity to the blast

source,77,79 as well as to those obtained with shock tubes, which are

designed to simulate explosive blast pressure waves.19,75,77,80,81

Schlieren imaging revealed that the blast front for a 60-psi blast

traveled at supersonic speed (Mach 1.7), again similar to that ob-

served with explosive blast and shock tubes.77 82,83 High-speed video

recordings showed that the mouse head moved only about 0.9 cm

during both 30-psi and 60-psi blasts, the movement of the head being

greatly limited by the snug fit of the mouse inside the narrow, foam-

padded holder. The head velocities reached similar peaks—270 cm/sec

for 30-psi blast and 311 cm/sec for 60-psi blast—and the peak in-

stantaneous accelerations over the first msec of blast were high for

both—90g for 30-psi blasts and 180g for 60-psi blasts. The g-forces,

however, rapidly decreased as the head compressed into the foam,

dropping to 0 within 2–4 msec, as head displacement was halted.

During recoil from the foam, head acceleration for both blasts

reached a similar negative peak acceleration of -180 to -190 g-force

at about 5 msec, and declined again to about zero by 7–8 msec. The

extremely short duration of the peak head acceleration places it

outside the range thought to be harmful, according to the Wayne

State University Concussion Tolerance and Japan Head Tolerance

Curves that relate magnitude and duration of linear g–forces to their

tissue consequences.8,84–86

Of particular note for blast injury biomechanics, the mean ab-

solute linear head acceleration over the 15 msec after initial blast

impact was very similar for 30-psi and 60-psi blasts, as was the total

time spent beyond 100g-forces. By contrast, the blast force not lost

in compression of the head into the foam, and thus available to

cause an intracranial pressure wave, was about 15 times greater for

60-psi than 30-psi blasts. Because the 30-psi blasts produced rel-

atively little pathology and few behavioral deficits, these results

suggest that head acceleration contributes minimally to the brain

injury and functional deficits observed with 50–60 psi blasts. In-

stead, the pressure wave propagated through the braincase is likely

to be the major basis of the TBI produced in our model.

Computational models of the biomechanical effects of primary

blast87,88 predict that such a pressure wave would cause rapid brain

tissue deformation by alternating compression and stretching. That

we observed numerous behavioral deficits, clear axonal pathology,

and noteworthy microglial activation in our model with single 50–

60 psi blasts indicates that the pressure wave itself is sufficient to

produce TBI, and neither head acceleration22 nor immune system

activation by bodily involvement in the blast89 is essential, al-

though both clearly exacerbate the effects of primary blast.29,33

Thus, our model simulates a primary blast injury, but without the

complicating secondary and tertiary blast injuries that often occur

in a battlefield, such as from shrapnel in a secondary blast wave and

from rapid displacement of the victim as a tertiary effect.

FIG. 14. Immunostaining for IBA1 (red) showing activated mi-
croglia in the right optic nerve and retina of a 60-psi blasted en-
hanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP)-reporter mouse, 3 days
after blast. Note the EYFP+ axon bulbs (green) in the optic nerve
exiting the retina (A, C). The swollen axon bulbs in the retina and
optic nerve appeared to belong to off-center ganglion cells, because
EYFP+ retinal ganglion cell dendrites (RGC) ramified in the outer
sublayer of the inner plexiform layer (B). The letters B and C in
image A indicate the location of the enlarged views shown in im-
ages B and C. Images B and C are at the same magnification as one
another. IPL, inner plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer. Color
image is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu
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Pathology and deficits produced by our current focal
blast model of mild TBI

Using a single focal blast to the cranium, we have found that

3-month-old male C57BL/6 mice undergoing blast pressures of

20–40 psi showed little axonal injury and no overt contusive injury

or neuron loss, astroglial reaction, or microglial activation. Con-

sistent with this, the mice exhibited minimal deficits on rotarod or

in motor parameters in open field, and they were normal in visual

acuity. By contrast, the 50–60 psi blast mice showed motor deficits

at 1–2 weeks and visual deficits at 3 weeks, as reported here, and

increased fear, depression, and anxiety in tests of emotional be-

havior at 2–8 weeks, as described in Heldt and coworkers.43

Blasts of 50–60 psi yielded degenerating axons in many brain

regions, including brainstem, pyramidal tract, corticospinal tract, and

optic tract. Mice with 50–60 psi left side cranial blasts also showed

degenerating axons in the left optic nerve, thinning of the left retina,

and thickening of the right retina, but little degeneration in the right

optic nerve. Early axonal pathology in the left optic nerve and right

optic tract was evidenced as the swelling and bulb formation typical

of axons with disrupted microtubules,90,91 in our case visualized in

EYFP-reporter mice and after SMI-32 immunolabeling.

Axonal bulbs were first evident at 3 days, more numerous by 7

days, and progressed to overt degeneration by 3–4 weeks after

blast. Axonal bulbs are a classic pathology that axons exhibit when

they are injured by rapid stretch in tissue culture models and are

routinely seen in animal models of TBI (see below). The biome-

chanical forces of the insult cause breakage of microtubules, which

interrupts axonal transport and leads to swelling of the axon

proximal to the microtubule break.90,91 The axonal swelling, in-

dependently or in concert with additional changes in the axolemma,

cytoskeleton, and mitochondria, can ultimately result in degener-

ation of the axon.92

Axonal injury is likely to be a major basis for the motor deficits

observed in our studies. For example, rotarod deficits and decreases

in speed, distance traveled, and stamina in the open field may all

relate to the observed damage to the pyramidal tract and corti-

cospinal tract. Deficits in circuits that we did not examine might

also have contributed to these motor deficits. For example, ves-

tibular or cerebellar function can contribute to performance on

rotarod, and extrapyramidal (e.g., basal ganglia) and/or motiva-

tional circuitry (e.g., nucleus accumbens) are likely to influence

motor behavior in an open field arena.

We also observed visual deficits after 50–60 psi blasts. The de-

creased visual acuity and contrast sensitivity for the left eye is likely

to have resulted from injury to axons in the left optic nerve and right

optic tract. Interestingly, the loss of contrast sensitivity was greater

than the acuity deficit for the left eye. Acuity and contrast sensitivity

reflect different aspects of visual functioning, and contrast sensitivity

deficits at low spatial frequency have been reported without com-

parable deficits in spatial acuity measured at high contrast—for ex-

ample, in humans with aging, diabetes, or glaucoma.93–95

Moreover, contrast sensitivity loss without commensurate high

contrast spatial acuity loss is often an early sign of optic nerve injury

and ganglion cell loss.96–98 This may also explain why we did not

detect left eye acuity deficits in 30–40 psi blast mice, although many

degenerating axons were present in the left optic nerve, especially in

40-psi mice. The basis of the visual deficits in the right eye is less

certain. In mice, about 90% of optic nerve axons cross to the con-

tralateral side of the brain and only 10% are uncrossed.74 Blasts

delivered to the left hemisphere may have thus injured visual areas of

the left side of the brain critical to right eye visual performance.

Alternatively, the observed thickening of the right inner retina,

possibly from edema, may have contributed to the visual deficit.

Displacement of the head by the blast may have compressed the

right eye into the foam, thereby producing ocular trauma, which can

yield retinal edema.99 We, however, did not notice any obvious

corneal edema, which typically accompanies blunt ocular trau-

ma.40,99 Another possibility is that the small number of retinal

ganglion cells that reportedly project to the contralateral retina100

act to propagate an inflammatory response from the left retina to the

right retina.

Although we did not detect overt contusive injury or neuron loss in

the brain shortly after TBI, a low level of cortical neuron loss (12.3%)

was revealed by stereology 45 days after 50–60 psi blasts. This loss

may be a delayed consequence of the injury to cortical output axons,

such as that observed in the pyramidal and corticospinal tracts. Si-

milarly, the degeneration of axons in the left optic nerve appeared

to be associated with some ganglion cell loss in the left eye.

Moreover, the heightened fear retention exhibited by the mice in

our model is likely to be attributable to the reduction in Thy1+
neurons in the basolateral amygdala, as we previously have re-

ported,43 given that that these neurons mediate fear suppression in

fear learning paradigms.101 Whether this reflects true loss of the

Thy1+ basolateral amygdala neurons or a dysfunction manifesting

as diminished Thy1 expression is uncertain. Reflective of possible

neuronal dysfunction that could additionally contribute to behav-

ioral deficits, the size of the forebrain was increased by *10% at

2–6 weeks after 50–60 psi blast, suggestive of edema, although

neither vascular damage nor leukocyte infiltration was evident in

the cresyl violet or H&E stained brain sections.

The axonal pathology we observed after 50–60 psi blasts was

accompanied by microglial activation in the damaged tracts and in

their associated terminal fields over the first week after blast, as has

also been seen in other animal models of TBI.102–104 The observed

microglial activation is likely to have occurred via their Toll-like 4

receptors in response to small soluble factors (e.g., glutamate, ATP)

and/or debris (e.g., cytoskeletal elements, proteolytic breakdown

products, and lipid) released by or associated with damaged axons,

their terminals, and the associated myelin.105,106 Many authors

have suggested that persistent microglial activation initiates an

inflammatory cascade that worsens the outcome after TBI.107–109

It is possible, thus, that microglial activation aggravates the de-

generative processes initiated by the concussive event in our model

and thereby represents a possible therapeutic target. We have, in fact,

shown that targeting microglia via their type-2 cannabinoid receptors

(CB2) with a CB2 receptor inverse agonist can reduce the motor,

visual, and behavioral deficits and the brain, spinal cord, and retinal

injury seen after 50-psi blast injury.110

Comparison with open-skull rodent models

Many studies have used lateral fluid percussion, weight drop, or

controlled piston impact to the exposed dura in rats or mice, which

causes necrotic brain destruction at the site of impact, thereby mod-

eling severe TBI.8,10,11,13–18 In addition to the neuron loss at the impact

site, these approaches commonly yield subdural hemorrhage, brain

vascular damage, microglial activation, and axonal injury.8,14,18,111–118

Moreover, lateral fluid percussion can have a high mortality rate, and

variation in the surgical preparation has yielded variable results be-

tween research groups.8 Similar issues arise with penetrating brain

injury caused by high-energy projectiles.18

Given the extensive brain damage typically associated with

these open-skull models, it is not surprising that rodents
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subjected to lateral fluid percussion or controlled cortical impact

TBI often exhibit a variety of learning, cognitive, and motor

deficits.10,11,13–17,111,115–117,119–121 These deficits, as reviewed

in Osier and colleagues122 and Thompson and coworkers,123 can

exceed those seen in our model, match them, or be more transient,

depending on the severity of the impact.10,11,124 For example, one

of the least severe of these approaches, mild midline fluid percus-

sion 1.4 atmosphere impact to the dura, produces TBI with little or

no contusive injury to the brain, but causes optic nerve damage,

similar to that in our TBI model.125–127

Nonetheless, mild midline fluid percussion involves an open

skull injury and thus does not mimic mild TBI in humans. In

general, the advantage of the fluid percussion model is the robust

injury it produces, and the extensive literature on its use, while

controlled cortical impact has the advantage that the injury can be

related precisely to the incident force. By comparison, the mild TBI

created in our model occurs without contusive brain injury, sub-

dural hemorrhage, brain vascular damage, or high mortality (as

long as <70-psi is used), while still producing many of the same

hallmarks as open-skull TBI approaches, most notably microglial

activation, diffuse axonal injury, and behavioral deficits. As with

controlled cortical impact, the injury in our model can be related

precisely to the incident force.

Comparison with blast models in rodents

To produce blast TBI, most researchers have used shock tubes to

deliver compressed air blasts to the entire animal or have shielded

the animal’s body to restrict the blast to the exposed head of the

animal.19,20,22–26,28,30–33,128–133 These approaches avoid the severe

focal contusive brain injury associated with open-skull TBI models,

while a single exposure, depending on the blast pressure, can yield

axonal injury, microglial activation, edema, and cognitive, emo-

tional, and visual deficits,20,23,24,26,28,30,31,33,128–131,133,134 similar

to those observed with our focal blast model. For example, sig-

nificant rotarod motor deficits and axonal swellings have been re-

ported for 2 weeks after a whole body 15-psi blast in mice,19,24 and

hippocampal neuron loss has been reported in rats 2 weeks after

whole body 18-psi blast.20 The behavioral deficits and brain pa-

thology seen in various blast studies have been summarized in

several recent reviews.34,75,76,122

Blast tube models, however, often produce a complex injury,

because exposing the entire animal can cause lung damage, lead-

ing to hypoxic brain injury, and compression of the heart and

aorta, which in turn produces blood pressure surges that damage

blood vessels. These additional variables complicate interpre-

tation of the relationship of the primary blast itself to the brain

injury.8,18,24,26,129

In this regard, it is of note that shock tube experiments typically

use lower pressures than we deliver, because subjecting the entire

mouse body to a 25-psi blast yields about 50% mortality.19 Even

when the body is shielded, acceleratory head movement22 can in-

troduce additional variables. Moreover, the direct exposure of the

eye makes it difficult to distinguish between visual system injury

caused by blast effects on the brain and cranial nerves from visual

system injury caused by the direct effects of blast on the eye.

By targeting only a small region of the cranium overlying the

forebrain, our work shows that the pressure wave traversing the

braincase produces mild TBI, with significant accompanying optic

nerve and retinal injury. Thus, use of goggles (by members of the

military, for example) would not prevent blast pressure waves from

damaging the optic nerve and retina and causing visual deficits.

Comparison with closed-skull weight-drop
or impactor models in rodents

Closed-skull weight-drop and impactor models simulate the

mild TBI that often occurs in humans from a blow to the

head.12,20,29,35–39,135–139 These models avoid the severe brain in-

jury of open-skull models and the contributions of injury to other

parts of the head or body that occur in a whole head or whole body

blast model. The severity of the TBI with both the weight-drop and

impactor approaches can be adjusted by changing the height of the

weight drop or the impactor force, and the concussive impact can be

delivered to different parts of the cranium to explore regional dif-

ferences in TBI effects. Higher impact forces can, however, yield

skull fractures, subdural hemorrhage, brain vascular damage, con-

tusive brain injury, and high mortality,8,12,35,37,39,137,140 and need to

be avoided to model mild TBI.

Similar to our focal blast model, a single ‘‘hit’’ with either

weight drop or impactor yields widespread axonal injury, minimal

focal neuronal damage (as long as the impact force is not too high),

brain edema, microglial activation, and motor, cognitive, emo-

tional, and visual deficits.35,37–39,133–136,138,139,141–148 For example,

rotarod deficits and axon injury have been reported after weight-

drop TBI.141,149 A more detailed review of functional deficits and

brain pathology after TBI created by impact or weight drop on a

closed skull has been provided by others.8,122,150

While having several advantages over the open skull and whole

animal blast models discussed above, in most weight-drop and

impactor models, head acceleration also makes a considerable

contribution to the injury, as discussed below. Moreover, in con-

trast to typical weight-drop and impactor models, the skin remains

intact in our model, which may make the action of the concussive

forces more true to those causing TBI in humans, and also mitigate

the possibility of skull fracture.

Role of head acceleration in TBI

In animal models of TBI involving impact to the head by a

weight or piston, or exposure to blast in a shock tube, the head, and

in some cases, the entire animal,35 is typically not restrained and

can be displaced by the concussive force. Thus, rapid head move-

ment is likely to contribute to the brain injury in many blast and

impact models.22,26,28,32,35–38,132 In fact, in several models using

animals larger than rodents, head acceleration alone is used to

produce TBI.8,151–153 Movement of the head, however, is rarely

monitored precisely enough in most rodent models to calculate the

magnitude and duration of acceleration and thus estimate its rela-

tive contribution to injury.

Although blow or blast impact to the head together with head

acceleration mimics many real world concussive events, their

combined contribution makes it more difficult to relate the bio-

mechanics of injury to a specific brain region to a specific pathology

or behavioral impairment in animal models. Moreover, the multi-

dimensional movement of an unrestrained head may add variability

to the outcome, which complicates use of that approach for therapy

development.36 Although impact models involving a piston blow to

the head in an animal secured in a stereotaxic device can avoid the

complication of head acceleration,135,136,139 there is risk of auditory

system damage as the rim of the auditory meatus is pushed

downward into the ear bars during the concussive impact.

In our model, by stabilizing the head during the concussive blast

and shielding eyes and ears, the resulting injury is largely from the

neural tissue deformation caused by the shockwave transmitted

through the braincase, with minimal evident contribution from
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sudden head acceleration-deceleration. Note that Tzekov and col-

leagues139 have also reported optic nerve injury in their closed head

multihit impactor model of mild TBI with a stabilized head, in their

case in a stereotaxic holder, further confirming that a pressure wave

passing through the skull can by itself damage the optic nerve.

Conclusions

Our model recapitulates the sensory, motor, and emotional

deficits seen after mild TBI in humans134,154–156 and in other animal

models,8,122 in conjunction with the initial injury being largely

limited to axon tracts.6,8 The device we use is relatively inexpen-

sive to fabricate and thus potentially available to many researchers.

Blasts of 50–55 psi magnitude reliably produce deficits with low

mortality. Our model may aid in studying the relationships between

concussive forces and the specific brain injuries that give rise to

specific deficits, without the complicating factors of bodily in-

volvement or head acceleration-deceleration in the injury.

Our model can also be used to study the short-term effects of

multiple blasts, as well as long-term degenerative changes after

either single or multiple blast, such as occur in chronic traumatic

encephalopathy.27 It may also be valuable for testing therapies that

abate these deficits by lessening the magnitude of the neural injuries

caused by blast, by stabilizing damaged axons, hastening regen-

erative processes, or diminishing secondary destructive processes

such as neuroinflammation. For example, we recently described the

benefits of reducing neuroinflammation in our TBI model.110

Finally, the injury produced with our focal blast model can be

compared with that resulting from focal mechanical impact to the

same head location. The forces associated with blast and with

mechanical impact are similar in duration and could readily be

adjusted to be similar in magnitude and in the minimal amount of

head movement that occurs. In this way, the unresolved issue of

whether concussion caused by blast involves different cellular

processes and thus different pathological and functional outcomes

than concussion caused by mechanical impact could be addressed.
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